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Proposed - Fences

Proposed - Trees

Proposed - Hedgerows

Proposed - Planting Areas

Existing - Vegetation
Existing vegetation to be retained where
possible and enhanced.

Proposed - Native Shrub Planting Areas

Proposed - Flowering Grassland Areas

Proposed - Amenity Lawn

Notes:
1. Drawing to be viewed in colour.
2. For description of the landscape design intent

refer to LLD2345-LAN-REP-001 - Landscape
Design Strategy report.

Proposed - Resin Bound Gravel Surface
Colour varies

Proposed - Self-binding Aggregate Surface
to Community Garden

Proposed - Play Area

Proposed - Feature Paving

Proposed - Macadam to MUGA/ Playing Pitch

Proposed - Grass Paving to Maintenance
Access

Proposed - Rainwater Access and Direction

Proposed - Permeable Paving to Car Park

Proposed - Asphalt to Car Park

Existing - Retained Tree Canopy

Proposed - Indicative Location of Rain
Water Harvesting Tanks

Existing - BMX Track
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Proposed Planting to Boundary along Eldon Way
Boundary along Eldon Way would be bolstered with flowering planting and
trees, contributing to the quality of streetscape.

Proposed Avenue Tree Planting
Regularly spaced tree planting leading to the

Community Centre, bolstered by colourful and
fragrant shrubs and herbaceous perennials.

Proposed Native Mixed-Species Hedgerow
Native mixed hedgerow would reinforce the ecological corridor

along the boundary and filter views of the industrial estate,
whilst also enhancing the associated planting areas.

Proposed Feature Paving
Paving leading to the Centre would
enhance the experience for arrival and
wayfinding.

Proposed Maintenance Access Track
Proposed maintenance track could be
given grass paving surface treatment
for the occasional maintenance access.
Removable bollards could be placed at
both ends to control vehicle access.

Proposed Flexible Space
Areas outside the Centre would be designed as flexible activity areas for
various types of uses, such as events, fitness, wellbeing, arts, exhibitions.
It is proposed that external furniture and planting are movable to ensure
flexibility. Shading of the south-facing spaces would be considered to
safeguard users from overheating. This could take the form of removable
shade structures that can be stored in the centre.

Proposed Enhancement of Existing Boundary Vegetation
The existing shrubs would be reinforced with native planting.
Wildflower meadows are proposed to contribute to a multi-layer
habitat and provide visual interest.

Proposed Native Tree Planting
Native tree planting would be carefully distributed
along the eastern boundary to enhance the
vertical structure whilst maintaining visual
connectivity which facilitates passive surveillance
of the Site. It is proposed that small and medium
size species are used where tree planting could
potentially shade the private gardens.

Proposed Open Green Space
Proposed recreational grassland
area would be levelled and
made good to create a flexible
space for recreation and
community-led events.

Proposed Area of Soft landscaping
Area of soft landscape proposed as SuDS

component to facilitate the management of
stormwater runoff from the adjacent hard

landscape and roof surfaces.

Proposed Multi-Use Game Area (MUGA)
Proposed MUGA would be surfaced with

permeable asphalt and would be fenced with
min. 3.0 m high robust sports fencing.

Positioning of MUGA would be in line with
Sport England's Design and Construction

Considerations, where it is 'advised to locate
a MUGA at least 12 m, and ideally at least
30 m from other residences'. At its closest

point, the proposed MUGA would be 26.5 m
from nearest residential dwelling.

Opportunity to Retain Existing Trees and Shrubs
There is an opportunity to retain the existing trees

and shrubs and integrate them in the play area
design, with proposed play features built under and

through the canopy to bolster the experience of play.

Proposed Native Multi-Species Hedgerow
Proposed native multi-species hedgerow planting would
soften the timber fencing and contribute to ecological
corridors along the Site boundaries.

Proposed Planting
Planting beds would soften and break up
the hard landscaping of the parking area.

Existing Scrub to be Retained
Existing vegetation to be retained and ecologically enhanced with
log and brash piles arising from the ongoing maintenance.
Habitat would be connected with the rest of the Site's soft
landscape via corridors of wildflower meadows and native mixed
hedgerows lining the Site boundaries.

Proposed Native Tree Planting to South Boundary
The southern boundary vegetation would be enhanced
by creating a multi-layer habitat by planting native tree
species. The proposed tree planting would soften the

built form of the industrial buildings on the adjacent site.

Proposed Reinforcement of Existing Boundary Vegetation
A native mixed-species hedge would reinforce the existing

vegetation along the boundary to improve its role as an
ecological corridor and filter views between the adjoining sites.

Proposed Boundary Planting
A native mixed-species hedge would extend the existing
vegetation along the boundary and soften the residential
close boarded fence line.

Existing BMX Track to be Retained
Soft landscape would be enhanced with native

tree, hedgerow and wildflower meadow planting to
benefit the local wildlife and to soften the

boundary treatment and the adjacent built form.

Proposed Pedestrian Crossing Point
A new pedestrian crossing is proposed
opposite the pedestrian entrance to the Site.

Proposed Pedestrian Access Point
A new pedestrian access point to the Site is

proposed leading into the car park from
Eldon Way. The entrance would be in line

with a proposed pedestrian crossing.

Proposed Vehicular Access Point

Proposed Play Area
The proposed play area would replace the existing

provision and feature new play equipment selected to
respond to the Site's location and to create opportunities

for a wide range of play experiences inclusive for all.
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Clear Line of Sight Through the Site
The Site is designed to allow a clear line of sight

through the centre, which has been continued
through the proposed landscape layout design.
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